Railcar Storage

**What is it?**
Safe, cost-effective, and flexible contract agreements to store railcars across a nation-wide network of short line railroads and terminals. Agreements can feature daily, monthly, or annual rates, and cover any combination of empty or loaded hazardous or non-hazardous railcars, depending on the location.

**Why is it needed?**
- Depending on seasonal and market fluctuations, it eases inventory management of rolling stock
- Reduces traffic and opens space at Customers' facilities and on Class I railroad networks
- Decreases demurrage risk on leased railcars near Customers' facilities
- Allows the Customer to focus on their core business

**Common Railcar Storage Services Provided**
- Experienced railroad crews receive, switch, and deliver railcars between interchanges and storage locations
- Railcar inspections and light repairs
- Dedicated account manager
- Railcar inventory management systems

**Customer Benefits**
- Versatile agreements that fit Customers’ needs, with options for space required, short-term or long-term storage, and competitive pricing
- Dedicated account manager who tracks, bills, and submits movements of railcars, freeing Customers’ logistics teams to focus on active fleets
- Nation-wide network allows Customer to store and stage cars in any region, and with connections to all Class I carriers
- Connected to Watco’s network of full-service mechanical shops that can inspect, clean, and repair railcars

**Why Watco?**
- **Safety!** Our safety record is one of the best in the industry
- **Experience!** We have been providing customized railcar storage services for over 20 years
- **Commitment!** Long term relationships are our focus and we strengthen our relationships by listening and understanding the needs of our Customers. We have provided continuous railcar storage services to several Customers for decades
Watco serves Customers all over the U.S., providing storage in these locations.